
TO GURUS, 
WITH LOVE

Teachers enlighten our lives selflessly. They work like an all
in one package for us: they are our mentor, guide, inspira-
tion and even friend. This Teachers Day, I would like to
thank my teachers for their contribution to my life.
ANAHITA JAIN, class VIII, The Suncity School, Gurugram
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The sunlight of knowledge in these tough times. You
helped us soar in the highest of skies. Thank you so much
teachers. In this universe you are the best creatures

Shraddha Chawla, class X, Sachdeva Public School, Rohini

They are the guides of our life. They are the ones who sow
the seeds of excellence in young minds. They are the ones
to spirit us up in our bleak times.  They carry out a thou-
sand tasks in our life. But have only one name. They are
our teachers - Our omniscient gurus.

Shirin, class X, DAV Public School, Uppal's Southend, 

sector 49, Gurugram

Although, mere a day known as
teachers' day in the whole
year can never be enough to
thank you for all that you do

for us, I would like to extend
my gratitude to all my teachers.

Tanishka Tyagi, class XII, 

Silverline Prestige School, Ghaziabad  

Teachers are our surrogate par-
ents. They nurture us from our

childhood. They're the most dynam-
ic and influential people in a student’s life, having the most
powerful weapon of education and the power to affect the
fate of Earth.

Aditri Narula, class XI, DPSG International, Ghaziabad

Ailment is illiteracy, Teachers have its cure. Enriching
barren minds, they groom our hearts minds and soul.

Punyavee Mohan, class XII, St Teresa School,

Indirapuram, Ghaziabad

Teachers are the best guides one can
ask for. Selfless and dedicated, who are
constantly wanting to improve the poten-
tial of their children. I am blessed to have
such teachers at DAV Pushpanjali, who
are always there to help me. Happy
Teacher’s day to all my wonderful
teachers who have been there guiding
and supporting me.
Ansh Goel, class IX, DAV Public School, Pushpanjali

Enclave, New Delhi

I want to say thank you to the rare few
individuals in my life who have listened
without judgement, spoken without prejudice,
and helped me without entitlement understood
without pretension and loved me without conditions.

Vaishnavi, class VII, DAV Public School, sector 14, Faridabad 

Late Dr Sarvapalli Radhakrishnan,
our second president and a
teacher by profession, was of
the opinion that ‘teachers
should be the brains of the
country.’ He refused the idea

of his birthday celebration
by saying that the day
should be celebrated as

Teachers’ day instead.
Sumita Chakrabarti, GD Goenka Public

School, J Block, Sarita Vihar

The one who plays the most
important part in our life,
without whom, you can't step
out in the outer life.
The one who guides you with
your right or wrong,
without whom, you can't be
mentally or physically strong...
they are the ones, who never
discriminate,

their knowledge always
stays with us, whether you

may separate.
The ones, who
are sometimes
strict but some-
time friend.
They are the

one, whose love got no end,
close your eyes and feel their
presence,
because somewhere they are
your love...
and you feel sad in their
absence.
They always loved their front
or backbenchers
they are no one else...but your
teachers!

Salute to all those teachers as
today September 5 is their day!
Happy teachers’ day!

TABASSUM ALAM, class XII, Heera
Public School, Samalka, New Delhi

G U I D I N G  L I G H T

NANDINI MATOLIYA, class IX, APSDK, 
South west Delhi

EKLAVYA SAINI, class VII ,
Ramjas School, Pusa Road

Teachers, I find
everywhere.
In my helper to the
guard in my colony.
In my colleagues to
my neighbours.
In the birds that
soar high to the
rainbow in the sky.
And especially in my students with their
HOWs and WHYs.
Thank you my dear children for letting me
be your companion on the path of learning. 

SHALLO NANDA, Sumermal Jain Public
School, Janakpuri

The light of the world, the beacon in the dark and the hope
that gives us strength to survive, is our teacher. Teachers’ day hon-
ours the gifted souls who work daily to ensure we have a bright future.
There is a saying that teachers are greater than the parents. Parents
give birth to a child whereas teachers mould that child's personality and
provide a bright future. Apart from academics, teachers stand by us at
every step to guide, motivate and inspire to become better people. Let
us all wish to each and every person in our life who taught us a lesson

to be a better person in life. 
SUMAN SINGH, DAV Public school, Uppal's Southend, sector 49, Gurugram

I have devoted my
career to educat-
ing, inspiring, and
advocating for
students, both as
a classroom
teacher and as an

administrator. I am looking forward
to bringing my passion, enthusiasm
and experience to cultivate the aca-
demic excellence and nurture the
hidden potential in every student.

NAMRATA, Ashok Memorial Public
School, Faridabad

A true teacher
awakens hope in a
child, stirs possi-
bilities in him,
ignites curiosity in
him, instills self-
worth in him and

inspires greatness in him. He teaches
a child before testing, fosters self-
reliance before extending support,
anticipates fears of his child before
they frighten, and looks at a child as
a wonderful possibility before seeing
him as a problem.

VIJAY BAHADUR RATHORE, PGT
English, Delhi Public School,

Ghaziabad Vasundhara

“A true teacher is the
one who does not
stop learning
throughout their
lives, what matters is
to keep the spirit of
curiosity, questioning
and thirst for knowl-

edge alive”. Words of wisdom by my mentor,
Mamta V Bhatnagar, director and founder
principal, Manav Sthali School. She helped
me turn my dream into a reality and moti-
vated me to strive for perfection. You feel
nostalgic looking forty years back and proud
to be a part of a school where you have your
childhood memories. Thank you ma’am for
making part of the legacy of ‘A true Manav.’

SONIA WAHI, TGT Social Science, Manav
Sthali School, R block New Rajinder Nagar

The marvels of mankind
are the handiworks of
inspired students backed
by visionary teachers. 

SHIKHA SHARMA, 
PGT English, Lancer
Convent, Rohini

A good teacher does
not leave answers for
the students, he/she
leaves questions for
them to enhance
their problem solving
and design thinking. 
A heartfelt tribute to

the teaching fraternity on Teachers’ day. It
takes patience, passion, perseverance and
indomitable spirit to nurture young minds
and future of the nation. It gives a great
sense of satisfaction when a teacher’s stu-
dents achieve success in this pandemic and
virtual scenario also. Happy Teachers’ Day
to the ‘unsung heroes’, the teachers!

VANDANA SHARMA, National Victor Public
School, IP Extension, Patparganj Delhi

As they say ‘life is the greatest teacher’, an expression which turned out to
be so relevant lately as our lives kept teaching us newer things with each
passing day. We too kept learning by improving our tech skills, adapting to
being home bound and yet working effectively in our respective spheres,
learnt to face the challenges of life with a calmer approach, became more
spiritually inclined and the list is endless.

However our biggest learning came in the field of
education where we could successfully bring about an
immense pedagogical shift from conventional chalk and
duster teaching methods of teacher-taught interactions
to device-keyboard-mouse driven, online teaching-learn-
ing methodology.  This was carried out via various digital
platforms while overcoming some tough challenges of
monitoring and administering the whole system through
online means only.

While expressing my gratitude to our greatest teacher, ‘Life, I congratulate
my fellow teachers on their efforts on ensuring continuity in imparting e-learn-
ing to our students despite the lockdown and the subsequent school closures
triggered by the ongoing pandemia. Wish all of them a fabulous teachers’ day. 

ALKA DHAMIJA, SG PGT – Physics, HOD and Supervisory Head, DAV Public
School, Pushpanjali Enclave

Teachers being the front line corona
warriors deserve a big salute. Overnight
paradigm shift from offline to online
mode was well embraced by the teach-

ing fraternity. They have shown incredible zeal, commitment
and creativity while imparting education. Teachers successfully
give wings to students’ imagination and motivate them to fly
high. They’ve always come out as winners and torch bearers and
proved that no matter whatever the circumstances, challenges
and uncertainties they face, they can always produce the best talent. 

SAPNA CHARHA, Headmistress, Modern Public School, Shalimar Bagh 

You remain where you are and hand-hold little ones to move
ahead and achieve mighty feats!

NALINI MAHESH, TGT English, APS Dhaulakuan
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No one can anticipate the lasting impact of teachers.
They train pupils to be able to create their own self-
image. Happy Teachers’ Day!

Yashvi Pandey, class XII, Mount Olympus School

Though you write in black and white, you have
brought colour into our lives. You are the spark,
the inspiration, the guide, the candle to our lives.

Nitika, class IX, APS, DK

Despite being tired all day, they do
their best for students To guide
them on their way, teachers are like a
rainbow on a rainy day. Wishing you a very
Happy Teachers’ Day! 

Vedika Kapoor, class X, St Mark’s School, Meera Bagh

My teacher is the silver lining to clouds! She
makes tough times easy, bad times good, and
dull times fascinating. Happy Teachers’ Day!

Smayan Gupta, class X, Tagore International School, 

Vasant Vihar

Teachers are an inalienable part of our lives. My gratitude
to all my teachers for sharing their wisdom with us, being
our guiding light and nurturing us as ‘True Manavs’.

Kuvam Sethi, class XII, Manav Sthali School, Rajendra Nagar

Every child deserves a champion—an adult who will never
give up on them! We found our champion in you dear

teachers. With your unwavering will, you
have held the fort strong and have never let
your guard down even in unprecedented
times. Kudos for our guiding angels.
Ananya Bhatia, XI D, Prudence School , Ashok Vihar

Thank you teachers! For plant-
ing the seeds of our future.
Your blessings will always
flourish our lives.

Jashita Madaan, XI-C. Jaspal Kaur
Public School, Shalimar Bagh
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I am blessed to have teachers who besides studies have
also imparted many life lessons to me, for which I will be
forever grateful to them. On Teachers Day, I convey my 
gratitude to the teachers for making me a better person.
V NIKHILASREE, class X, Atkinson Senior Secondary School, Vijayawada
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Experts tell teachers what to uptick for e-classes  

A Teacher’s 

SMART HACKS

YOU MUST KNOW
Focus on what you can control
■ Classroom learning experience
■ Your words, actions and relationship
with students ■ Boundaries: Till what
time you get emails, assessments.

End session with tete-a-tete 
■ Make teams and tell them to stay back
Give them a language. Say Hindi, French,
Spanish, and tell them to engage in a con-
versation about recent life experiences.

Flash cards during e-class
■ Tell students to use red cards when
they have not understood a concept; yel-
low if they have some confusion and
green if they have got it all right.

Record at all the times  
■ There are times when the Internet gets
disconnected and students get worried
and ask you to repeat. It is wise to record
or pre-record your sessions.

Use a document camera 
■ One of the most helpful things is to use
a document camera to teach virtual stu-
dents. It is a device wherein you can proj-
ect the text to students easily.

Mute students (when needed!)
■ If you are co-teaching, make sure the
settings give you co-hosting (or muting)
capabilities. There are times when sessions
get unruly and muting all is a way out.

Use inclusive language
■ We don’t know every student’s home
life or background. The recommended
phrase is: “tell your grown-ups” rather
than “tell your mom or dad”.

Clear communication to folks
■ If you notice a student is missing some
assignments and it’s starting to show a
pattern, shoot their caretaker(s) a quick
email. Treat parents as stakeholders.

Adjust your grading standards 
■ We cannot have the same grading pat-
tern that was followed in regular (in-per-
son) school. Focus more on the process
of learning than the outcome.

It’s okay to share your space
■ Just because the medium has changed,
we as humans don’t have to become
mechanised too. It is okay and a good
practice to exchange your true feelings.

1 One of the simplest ways to avoid such situations is
by using security settings that are available to

those who are hosts in a meeting. The settings
include who has access to the meeting and
who can control the screen.

2 Check to see if their
video service allows for

password protected meetings
so that others can’t join in if
they find or guess the meet-
ing ID number.

3 Ensure that the password
is changed frequently, and

the meeting IDs are fresh for
each virtual meet.

4 Educationists should always
use school account for

online classes.

1 Bandwidth: A bandwidth of
8Mbps (minimum) is

required for a stable video
call per device. If video
calls are a daily routine,
opt for a minimum of 50
Mbps for smooth, uninter-
rupted streaming.

2 Have a designated
space: It should be a

well-lit space. Invest in
new equipment such as
camera, white board,

headsets for high quali-
ty synchronous instruc-
tions.

3 Keep your visible work area clutter
free. This is not just so that your

house looks neat but also to avoid dis-
traction amid online teaching.

4 Raise the web cam: Place it at 
eye level so that children can see 

you clearly.

5 Avoid embarrassing glitches:
Test your class before you start

the class. Consider doing a run
through of the lessons before live
streaming or recording them. Taking
these steps can help minimise the
amount of troubleshooting during
the class.

HIGH SPEED NET
&  LIGHTING ARE

NEW CHALK &
BOARD

Form listening circles
➤ Maintaining a sense of collective
belonging is essential.
➤ Starting forums like “listen-
ing circles” or “chat with
someone when you are feel-
ing alone”, helplines to call
when quarantined or isolated,
are all helpful to prevent and al-
leviate the exhaustion.
➤ It’s important to recognise that
this exhaustion is not just about
work but due to the increased think-
ing and planning required to meet the needs
of a household and keep the family equilibrium while managing
other tasks. If we can help each other, burnouts can be mitigated.

— DR KAVITA ARORA, psychiatrist, Children First

H ere are some
methods to han-
dle the agile

minds of this Covid gen-
eration.
➤ Pick 4 students who
are passive during on-
line classes. Tell them
to hold sessions.
➤ Make your home a
petri dish for creativity.
Solicit a high volume of
different ideas, but re-

sist the urge to evaluate
the ideas your kids come
up with. Don’t point out
which ideas aren’t pos-
sible, and don’t decide
which ideas are best.
The focus of creative ac-
tivities should be on
process: generating (vs.
evaluating) new ideas.
➤ Give children the op-
portunity to express “di-
vergent thought”. Let

them disagree with you.
Encourage them to find
more than one route to
a solution, and more
than one solution to a
problem.
➤ If a student is miss-
ing classes, do try to find
the underlying reason.
A teacher’s concern is
imprinted in a positive
way in the developing
minds of kids.

— DR SAMEER MALHOTRA, 

psychiatrist, Max Hospital

Time to play Connect 4

20-20-20 eagle eye rule
DRY EYES?
● A warm compress
on the lids twice a
day will help 
● Blinking reduces
irritability during 
prolonged screen
time 
● Blue light protec-
tive glasses can 
also help reduce 
eye stress

The art of YOGA NIDRA 

Y oga Nidra, also known as ‘sleep medi-
tation’, has been very useful in keep-
ing the mind still and pushing it to-

wards sleeping well. “Yoga Nidra is a state
of consciousness between waking up and
falling asleep. It relieves stress by helping
an individual become increasingly aware of
their inner self, and makes them focus on

positive thoughts;
by following a set
of verbal instruc-
tions,” says yoga
expert Manish
Pole.

DID YOU KNOW?
A 20-minute session of
Yoga Nidra is equivalent
to 1 hour of deep sleep

Addressing concerns of
72% of parents who
have claimed in a sur-

vey that they are worried about
kids’ online safety, Google has
launched an interactive safety
guideline for kids. “We hope
that this project enables teachers to have open conver-
sations with kids about their online experiences,” says
Sapna Chadha, Sr Director, Marketing, Google India.

Internet is awesome, if secure...

10e-class

With continuous on-
line classes, follow
the 20-20-20 rule.

Look 20 feet away for 20
seconds after every 20
minutes of screen time.
Teachers should encourage
children to do the ‘pen fo-
cus’ eye exercises – where-
in you hold a pen and ask the
child to focus on the tip and
bring the pen closer till the
pupils converge and then
take the nib away.

— DR NAVIN SAKHUJA, 
ophthalmologist

When is the right
time to take

...and when is
the right time

to press

How to ensure
inclusivity

SUPPORT
We started “coffee
mornings” with
single parents to
just chit-chat about
how they are coping
with this period. Our aim is
to make life easier for all.

SHRUTI, teacher, Shiv Nadar

School, Noida 

AFTERHOURS HELP
For students who are
lagging behind in
academics or have
next to no help at
home (for reinforce-
ment etc), extra class-
es are being held.  

REKHA PURI, teacher, class 6,
DPS, New Delhi 

COUNSELLING
We have extended our coun-
selling sessions by an
hour every week.
Our focus is on
underprivileged
kids and those who
have been through
irreparable suffering.  
RITU MAKHIJA, teacher, class 8,

Vishwa Bharti School, Noida 

FINANCIAL AID
We know that the
lockdown has ren-
dered many jobless
or with a substantial
cut in pay. We have
been distributing uniforms
and textbooks to students.  
RAKESH SHARMA, teacher, class

8, RK Academy

Public School, Raipur 

ZOOM BOMBED? THIS IS
WHAT YOU NEED TO DO

Y ou are what you
eat. As teachers,
you need to build

your stamina to counter
those 40 restless minds.
Try these:
INFUSED WATER 
Infused water is a com-
bination of fruits, veg-
etables, and herbs im-
mersed in warm water.
In Ayurveda, this is

prescribed to boost im-
munity.
DON’T SKIP MEALS 
Keep it small, simple but
regular bites are essen-
tial. Some easy options
are ragi biscuits, oats
with milk, nuts and
fruits, hung curd salad,

vegetable sandwich with
boiled egg etc.
GO FOR GREEN TEA 
Instead of opting for the
regular sugar-laden milk
tea, have a blend of
green teas.
VITAMIN C IS MUST
A glass of lukewarm
lemon water is a great
immunity booster with
multiple benefits.

Keep it
healthy
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